The regular check of measuring systems is absolutely necessary. This also applies to roll/brake/ABS-test stands in the end of line area. The test of these test stands comprises the verification of the detected measuring values as well as the adjustment of the existing parameter set-ups.

x-cal offers the possibility to increase the accuracy of the dynamic brake force measurement on roll/brake/ABS test stands and offers the utmost security when detecting the measuring results.

With x-cal each roller unit of a test stand is checked individually. Therefore, the application of x-cal is largely independent on the test stand version and it may be used on various double roller and single roller test stands (not depending on the manufacturer).

Tasks

- Test of dynamic brake force measurement (accredited)
- Test of velocity acquisition with manual speedometer (accredited)
- Detection of the reduced mass of a roller unit incl. toothed belt, tension roller and motor (not included in accreditation)

Flexibility

The test is executed at your facility, of course. In case of shortcomings, which may be detected as a result of the test, our qualified specialist may give you an advice for remedy. The elimination of these shortcomings may then be executed by your own or by our specialists.
Certification
Accreditation

Our system has already been approved as test system by the competence of our official accreditation body [incl. test method with x-cal] by Deutscher Akkreditierungsstelle GmbH (DAkkS, ruled by the agreement of mutual recognition of EA and ILAC.

Flexibility

» As an autonomously working system x-cal is suitable for universal use.

Quality

» Possibility of test and adaptation of test stands, for third party systems as well.

» Increased accuracy of the test stand with dynamic brake force measurement due to identification of the roller unit’s reduced mass.

» Test of roll/brake/ ABS test stands when they are completely assembled.

» Repeatable measurement results

» Measuring error minimization on test rig side --> therefore quality increase and reduce of rework.

---

* The photos resp. images of the assembly- and test systems in our flyer do not show the complete system.

The requirements of the machine guideline (2006/42/EG) are only fulfilled by further ancillary scope of supply resp. have to be fulfilled on the delivery of uncomplete machines by the manufacturer of the (complete) machine.
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